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It’s a blustery Saturday afternoon in Marfa, Texas, and
hundreds are gathered inside a former Army hangar,
much of the crowd lying prone on the red gravel floor
or sitting cross-legged with their eyes closed. A few
people stand, some staring dreamily up at a high row
of windows that split the sky into perfect squares of
indigo blue. The experimental music artist William
Basinski is at the center of the hangar, his mirrored
sunglasses focused on a table topped with computers,
volume knobs, a thick knot of electrical cords. From
the speakers flanking him comes a sweet, synthesized
drone — complex tones that fill the massive space,
lulling the audience into a kind of midday trance.
Wind blasts at the cavernous arch of corrugated steel
roofing, creating an aching, eerie, metallic rhythm,
creaks and pops that seem somehow syncopated to
Basinki’s improvised soundscape.
This is the second day of Marfa Myths, an annual art
and music fest co-curated by the Brooklyn music label
Mexican Summer. Now in its third year, the festival is
perhaps the most extreme example in a recent trend
toward intimate, meticulously curated music events,
many held in remote areas, most booked so bands
align aesthetically with the surrounding environment.
There is the Woodist Festival, held on the sea-blown
cliffs of Big Sur, California; the folksy Huichica Festival in the hills of Sonoma Valley; and a new wave of
boutique, hybrid art/music fests popping up in towns
all along the Hudson.

Marfa (pop. 1,800), a three-hour drive from El Paso
down an empty highway lined with cacti and wild
flower, may seem an unlikely host for a four-day indie
music festival. But this tiny community on the high
Western Plains knows a thing or two about art and
experiment. In the early 1970s, the sculptor Donald
Judd began to make the town his unlikely permanent
home, buying up several properties, including the
abandoned Army base and several thousand acres
of ranchland, essentially transforming the area into
live/work and gallery space, for both himself and his
friends and contemporaries.
As a result, Marfa is a town shaped indelibly by the
late Judd, by his belief in a seamless integration of
art and life, creativity and industriousness, and a
strident focus on engagement with — and the inspiration sparked by — one’s surroundings. For Marfa
Myths, Mexican Summer collaborated with several
of the community’s Judd-related arts institutions and
galleries (including the Judd Foundation, Ballroom
Marfa and the Chinati Foundation), curating with
exactly this intent. Each show takes place in careful
sequence (no overlap, no overload) and is booked in
environments tailored to each act. Explore some of the
highlights from the festival in the slideshow above.

